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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Annual Report of Archaeology in Hampshire for 2018. Up until 2003, Hampshire County Council
published an Annual Report of Archaeology in Hampshire. The first volume was published in 1977 (for the year
1976) and for over a quarter of a century it proved to be a valuable resource bringing together in summary fashion
archaeological work carried out in a particular year, whether it was by a professional organization, academic institution or local society. The report ensured that knowledge of such work was easily and conveniently available to all
interested parties. The final report of this ‘first series’ was published in 2004 (for 2003). Following a hiatus of several years, The Hampshire Field Club (HFC) was invited to produce a new series of reports and began with a roundup of the ‘missing’ years. These can be downloaded from the Hampshire Field Club website. From 2008 the report
has been published annually, and copies are available for download from the HFC website.
Developments in technology have forced a re-think about the most efficient way to publish interim statements,
and it was decided therefore to publish the Annual Report online as a PDF document. This provides a convenient
and cost-effective solution and also offers the option of printing what is required.
This report was not compiled until summer 2020, and the disruption caused by the Covid-19 epidemic affected
its production. Several smaller archaeological organisations had placed their staff on furlough and could not provide summaries of archaeological work. The HER officers for Southampton and Portsmouth were working from
home with limited access to their council’s databases and were also unable to produce summaries of the work undertaken in their cities.
The structure and content of the report
The report is organized by District and then alphabetically by location. Individual entries consist of a location with
a grid reference. This is followed by an identifier, usually a Site UID, which links it to a record held in the Historic
Environment Record (HER) database for Hampshire. It is through the identifier that further information about a
particular project can be acquired. Many of the sites also provide a reference to additional literature, usually an
unpublished 'grey literature' report. If the report is available online, a link is provided. In addition to archaeological
fieldwork, the report includes records summaries of building surveys.
THE PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME (PAS)
Some local societies already publish a selection of the finds recorded on the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) database for their county. The Finds Liaison Officer for Hampshire has kindly agreed to compile a selection for 2018
showcasing some of the more interesting and important finds. These range in date from prehistory through to late
medieval times and include artefacts fashioned from a variety of different materials.
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BASINGSTOKE AND DEANE
Basingstoke and Dean
Marnel Park Phase 2, Popley (SU 63681 55198) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology identified an isolated group of eight late Bronze Age to early Iron Age
pits. One pit contained quernstone and pottery vessel fragments which appeared to have broken in situ and may
represent a structured deposit.
See also: forthcoming, Cotswold Archaeology report.
Bramley
The Street, land off (SU 64828 58724) (Site UID: 24385)
Historic building recording
The recording by Wessex Archaeology took place before the demolition and redevelopment of the site. A Type 26
pillbox was identified. It was in good condition and well-built with four steps leading up to the entrance. Some
concrete shelves were also observed, in addition to the remains of blackout curtains.
See also: Davis, B Pillbox at Land off The Street Bramley Historic Building Record, unpubl report.
Chilton Candover
Manor Farm (SU 59324 40326) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
Between 2014 and 2018, the Basingstoke Archaeological and Historical Society (BAHS) carried out several excavations at the site of a 17th-century mansion house situated within a planned landscape located at Chilton Candover Manor Farm. The initial work, in 2014, took place with post-graduate students from University College London
and BAHS volunteers under the guidance of Tim Schadla-Hall (University College London). Subsequent work was
carried out as a series of two-week excavations with BAHS and other local volunteers with further guidance from
Tim Schadla-Hall.
The objectives of the project were to establish the outline of the house; to understand the method and
phases of its construction, and to establish its date of construction. Geophysical surveys were inappropriate because the area was a demolition site with substantial deposits of rubble. Desktop research was carried out to
gather documentary evidence for the timeline of the house and to understand its ownership.
The village of Chilton Candover was depopulated in the late 1500s by John Fyssher but came into the
ownership of the Worsely family during the early 1600s. The mansion house is likely to have been built by Sir Robert Worsley in the late 1600s, some years before he commissioned the re-building of Appuldurcombe house on
the family estate on the Isle of Wight. Other documentary evidence, including newspaper property notices and
bills of sale, suggest that the house survived in some form into the early 1800s when the land at Chilton Candover
was bought by the Barings.
The house site is immediately adjacent to the churchyard of St Nicolas Church, which was demolished in
the 1870s. The front of the house would have faced east with a vista of a surviving avenue of Yew trees that runs
for about a mile across the Candover valley. To the rear of the house were parterre gardens and the surviving outlines of the walled sections can be made out in dry weather. During the dry summer of 2018, many of the surviving landscape structures showed up as parch marks giving more evidence of the scale of the gardens and the possible site of a dovecote.
The excavations resulted in an outline plan of the mansion house that had a flat ‘H’ shape with two small
wings at the front and the back. To the rear, there was a service area which was at a lower level with brick steps
up to the ground floor (Fig. 1). The building was situated on a terraced area cut into the shallow slope of the
Candover valley and had a basement that was also dug out of the underlying chalk, with 1m thick brick loadbearing walls that rested on piers cut out of the chalk bedrock. In places, some fragments of limestone flagstones
would have covered the basement floor. At the upper end of the hillside, the walls were butted up against the
chalk cut. The excavation area was covered with an over-burden of brick, tile and mortar rubble, amongst which
were a few examples of fine stonework, internal “Egg and Dart” plaster mouldings and evidence of leaded windows.
What became evident was that the house evolved from an earlier and much smaller flint building, situated close to the church, which is interpreted as the original manor house. A small number of medieval pottery
sherds found in this area of the site give credence to this interpretation. The expansion of the house in the late
1600s was substantial and was almost entirely of brick construction with a tiled roof. No evidence was found to
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Fig. 1 Chilton Candover manor house, view
of the steps leading down to the lower level
confirm how many upper storeys the house might have had, but the thickness of the basement walls suggest that
they would have been sufficient for at least two. Evidence was also found of out-houses to the west of the site
which probably represent ancillary store houses, carriage houses and stable blocks.
Excavations were concluded in 2018, and work is in progress to prepare a report. An interim report was
published in the Spring 2019 Hampshire Field Club Newsletter.
Stanchester (SU 5804 4108) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
The Stanchester site is referred to in historical documents and appears on several historical maps, including one
dating from 1588. In more recent times, it was informally investigated by the farm manager, Mr Jackson. He wrote
a short report, and as a result of his work, the present landowners have a collection of finds comprising a mixture of
Iron Age and Roman pottery and Roman building material.
In 2013, Tim Schadla-Hall of University College London (UCL) commissioned a geophysical survey of the
Stanchester field, and the interpretation of the results was that the field contained several square and round
boundary features and a possible structure.
The first two seasons of excavation, in 2014 and 2015, were led by Tim Schadla-Hall and Gabriel Moshenka
(UCL) with post-graduate students and volunteers from the Basingstoke Archaeological and Historical Society
(BAHS). Two trenches were opened. The first was over an Iron Age ditch system that resolved itself into the intersection of two large ditches of ‘V’ section dated from pottery to the late Iron Age. In the corner of this trench was a
deep pit cut into the chalk. Its fill was uniform, suggesting that it was deliberately backfilled in antiquity. A background scatter of Roman grey ware pottery lay at the top of the ditch and pit fill.
The second trench was partly over the walls of a square building with chalk footings and the remains of an
enclosing wall consisting of large flints with postholes at regular intervals (Fig. 2). The internal area of the building
had a compacted chalk floor the section of which had evidence for at least one episode of burning and subsequent
renewal. Another curious feature was a ditch with a ‘V’ section that was under a slumped part of the wall footing.
The ditch contained Roman pottery dating from the 3rd and 4th centuries AD.
The area of the second trench was covered in a 20 cm depth of top soil that contained Roman pottery
sherds, ceramic roof tile fragments, both Tegula and Imbrex, fragments of limestone roof tiles and iron nails.
Subsequent seasons from 2017 onwards have gradually revealed more of the overall site. In 2017 the other
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Fig. 2 The Stanchester site, view of Trench 2 © BAHS

half of the building investigated in 2014-15 was uncovered. The large flint footings were less evident, but a series of
flint lined postholes at regular intervals at the edge of the building footprint suggests that the structure was timberframed with an entrance to the south. The overall footprint was of a 10m² building.
In 2018 a second pre-season geophysical survey was carried out by BAHS to the south of the area covered
by the 2013 survey, but its results suggested that the area surveyed did not contain any archaeological features.
The 2018 excavation season extended the original trench. To the south it revealed more chalk footings that gradually petered out. To the west another chalk surface with an edge aligned to the first building was discovered and a
surface covered with limestone chippings.
In 2019, the overall area was extended significantly using a machine to carefully remove the topsoil. To the
south, the archaeological features consisted of a large number of small postholes and a large Iron Age pit cut about
1.5m into the chalk, again this had a uniform fill. To the north of the trench, under a jumble of Roman ceramic
building material, a flint cobble surface was found that merged with the limestone surface from 2018. From this
area, three coins were recovered with dates from around AD 270. To the north, another chalk surface was discovered which produced large flints on chalk footings.
The investigations at Stanchester will continue in 2020. The large quantity of Roman ceramic building materials suggests that there is at least one more substantial building to be found, although to date the site seems to
have the characteristics of a rural farmstead that originated in the Iron Age and continued into the Romano British
era.
Interim reports have been published in October 2017, October 2018 and February 2020 in the BAHS newsletters.
Cliddesden
St Leonard’s Church (SU 63174 49130) (Site UID: 214160)
Watching brief
Wessex Archaeology undertook an archaeological watching brief during drainage works. The works comprised the
mechanical excavation of a narrow trench, which ran along the northern, western and eastern edge of the church. A
stratigraphic sequence of natural chalk, overlain by burial ground soil, made ground, gravel path deposits and modern topsoil was observed within the trench. The trench ran alongside the northern and western church walls. No
burials were encountered, probably because of the shallow nature of the trench, and the presence of a Victorian
made ground deposit. To the south of the church, skeletal remains recovered from in-situ burials represented the
remains of juvenile and adult individuals. A single iron coffin grip, dated to the late 18th or early 19th century, was
also recovered.
Oakley
Beech Tree Close (SU 5725 4981) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation & excavation
The northern portion of this 5.46ha site was found to contain a moderate density of cut features of late Saxon to
early medieval date and a single posthole of early - middle Saxon date. A few sherds of Roman pottery were also
recovered from the trenching exercise. The follow-up excavation revealed a range of deposits thought to be of the
11th - 12th century AD. The deposits do not conform to what was expected either for the nucleus of an isolated
farmstead or part of a medieval village but perhaps lay adjacent to a more densely settled area. The deposits were
rich in charred plant remains and provided evidence for arable production. Some sherds of early Saxon and Roman
pottery were also recovered.
Luís Esteves, Tom Stewart and Pierre-Damien Manisse, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for Foreman
Homes.
See also: Stewart, T & Mundin, A 2018 Land West of Beech Tree Close, Oakley, Basingstoke, Hampshire.
An Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/
BTO17-241evreport.pdf.
Manisse, P-D 2018 Medieval Activity at Beech Tree Close, Oakley, Hampshire. An Archaeological Excavation, unpubl
Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/BTO17-241excreport.pdf.
Popley
Chineham Park School, Shakespeare Road (SU 4640 5370) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation & excavation
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Eight evaluation trenches were excavated over a 0.6ha site revealing a moderate number of features of archaeological interest along with a number of doubtful ones thought more likely to be of natural origin. The chronology of
these features was uncertain as only a few sherds of probable prehistoric pottery were recovered along with a small
collection of struck flint. The subsequent excavation, targetted on a 900 m² area, revealed a cluster of pits, again
notable for their paucity of artefacts. A few scraps of pottery might indicate that the features include some of
Bronze Age and Roman dates. It is thought that the deposits were located at some distance from the main focus of
occupation and rubbish disposal.
Andy Taylor, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for Interserve Construction.
See also: Sanchez, D 2018 Chineham Park School, Shakespeare Road, Popley, Basingstoke, Hampshire.
Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/
CPB18-125evreport.pdf.
Silchester
Silchester Roman town (Calleva Atrebatum) (SU 64150 62350) (Site UID: 41982)
Excavation
Excavations were by the University of Reading and focussed on the public bath house complex located in the east of
the town. The complete complex is about 64m long and 21m wide. A rectangular flint and brick latrine was built at
the eastern end of the baths. A water channel 1.05m deep could be traced around three sides, the fourth was found
buried under an extension of the facade. This channel was in turn fed by one lined with greensand blocks. Sometime later the latrine was extended to the west; the line of the northern wall was changed slightly askew of the facade rendering the plan of the latrine trapezoidal. Later still a further rebuilding returned the latrine to a rectangular plan.
The public bath house complex is not aligned with the street plan, rather its location and alignment are governed by the requirement for a water supply and easy drainage and possibly the need to fit it into the earlier Belgic
enclosure which runs along the east side. Six structural periods have been identified, and these include the construction of a palaestra, apodyterium, frigidarium, tepidarium, sudatorium and a caldarium with heating provided
where required by hypocausts. The earliest phase of construction was approximately late 1st century AD. The original facade of the baths consisted of a wall of greensand blocks topped with a brick string course. This was fronted
by a colonnade supported by several small limestone columns resting on a brick stereobate. In the middle of the
colonnade was the entrance to the baths flanked by two brick piers. The facade was later extended to both the east
and west. The complete plan of the late Roman tepidarium, measuring 9.75m by 7, was recovered. The central floor
area was supported on brick pilae. Between this central section and the outer walls, the floor had been supported
on blocks of rubble masonry with channels in between to allow warm air to circulate. A gap in the northern wall
indicates where the furnace would have been located.
See also: Fulford, M et al. 2018 Silchester Roman Town The Baths 2018, unpubl report.
EAST HAMPSHIRE
Bramshott
Bramshott Chase (SU 868 335) (Site UID: 180439)
Evaluation
The site evaluation by Archaeology South-East produced evidence of post-medieval activity comprising possible
boundary ditches relating to the Seven Thorns Inn and its associated gardens and grounds.
Petersfield
Harrier Way, land at (SU 76480 23094) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology identified an undated ditch.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2018 Land at Harrier Way, Petersfield, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation, report 18723 http://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/archaeological-reports/

Ropley
St Peter’s Church (SU 64588 31969) (Site UID: 13798)
Graffiti survey
A survey was undertaken as part of the Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project. It recorded may examples of graffiti
including initials and dates as well as crosses and VV marks.
See also: Wardley, K 2018 Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project St Peter’s Ropley, unpubl report.
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Stroud
Ramsdean Road, land at (SU 72270 23533) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An evaluation of 11 trenches by MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) encountered natural geology comprising
heavy mid orange-brown clay. A total of four pits were recorded: three in the south-eastern corner of the site and a
single pit in the north-western corner, although no dating evidence was recovered. A single undated linear feature
was identified along the line of a previously identified earthwork thought to represent a poorly preserved holloway.
The ditch, however, appears more likely to have been a shallow drainage ditch, a theory supported by its northsouth orientation, following the natural slope of the field towards the stream which comprised the northern boundary of the site.
The evaluation found no evidence relating to the known Roman villa complex located approx. 200m east of
the site.
See also: HA-RMR18.
EASTLEIGH
Eastleigh
Former Magistrate Court (SU 44220 19374) (Site UID: TBA)
Watching brief
A watching brief by Cotswold Archaeology identified an undated boundary ditch.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2018 Former Magistrates Court, Eastleigh, Hampshire: archaeological watching
brief, report 18310 http://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/archaeological-reports/
Horton Heath
Hammerley Farm (SU 49296 17456) (Site UID: 114061 & 114062)
Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology undertook two phases of archaeological trial trench evaluation prior to proposed residential
and mixed use development. An initial archaeological evaluation was undertaken within the adjacent Phase I development area in 2017. No significant archaeological features were identified, although a small number of postmedieval/modern field boundaries were uncovered. In November 2018, a second phase of evaluation comprising
five archaeological trial trenches was undertaken across the remaining northern part of the development area. The
evaluation again revealed no archaeologically significant features, deposits or finds, although an undated shallow
gully was noted, which appears to be related to modern field boundaries shown on maps from the 19th century.
FAREHAM
Fareham

Stubbington Bypass (SU 55608 04847) (UID: 70229)
Evaluation
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) has revealed that areas of the site contain archaeological remains dating to the Iron Age, Romano-British and post-medieval periods.
Iron Age and Romano-British features uncovered during the evaluation are split across two areas of the site.
The first in Plots 12 and 15. The features in these two areas are predominately linear features, representing a multiperiod field system. All the Iron Age features were found in close proximity to similar features of Romano-British
date, suggesting that the site was in use during the transition from the late Iron Age to the early Romano-British
period. The linear features provide evidence for land use during these periods, but with little direct evidence of occupation or habitation found during the evaluation. Examples of one-off waste pottery dumps were observed within
two of the linear features. A small square Romano-British enclosure was also identified. The exact purpose of this
feature is unknown; however, an assemblage of Romano-British finds was recovered from the fills of the ditches,
including a number of fragments of clay oven lining material, indicating some form of domestic or industrial activity
in the vicinity.
Post-medieval features were identified and investigated and are thought of be indicative of agriculture and
are not believed to represent a significant archaeological resource.
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Warsash
Greenway Lane (SU 49923 06599) (Site UID: 209350)
Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology undertook trial trench evaluation prior to proposed residential and associated development.
Historic mapping suggested the possibility of unrecorded archaeological features on the site, which has not been
impacted upon by any development for several centuries. A total of 16 trial trenches were positioned over the concentrated areas of impact and was part of a staged approach in determining the archaeological potential of the site.
The evaluation revealed two undated ditches, possibly field boundaries.
GOSPORT
Lee-on-Solent
HMS Daedalus Airfield (SU: 56792 02600) (Site UID: 180420)
Evaluation
Six evaluation trenches and a single geoarchaeological test pit were excavated by Archaeology South-East. Only a
single, undated, ditch was recorded in one of the trenches, and there were no archaeological finds whatsoever recovered from the site. As the ditch alignment does not match that of the surrounding historic field system, and it
does not appear on early OS mapping, it is considered likely to pre-date the 1870s. Geoarchaeologically, it is considered likely that deposits associated with a fluvial terrace sequence underlie most of the site. Precise correlation of
this sequence with a particular terrace of the Solent river system is not possible without establishing the distribution and maximum depth of the deposit more precisely. However, it is considered likely on the basis of local mapping and investigation that these deposits relate to the 2nd ‘Hamble’ Terrace of the Solent River (Davis et al. 2016).
These deposits are thought to date to Marine Isotope Stages 7-6 and are known to contain Palaeolithic artefacts.
Davis, R et. al 2016 The Palaeolithic record of Warsash, Hampshire, UK: implications for late Lower and early Middle
Palaeolithic occupation history of Southern Britain, Proceedings of the Geologists Association 127(5) 558-574.
HART
Fleet
Netherhouse Copse, Hitches Lane (SU 7958 5329) (Site UID: TBA)
Magnetometer survey,
evaluation & excavation
A geophysical survey by TVAS across the 21ha site recorded a range of magnetic anomalies, several of which may
indicate field boundaries and a possible structure. A large number of mainly linear features uncovered during the
course of the evaluation represent several phases of field divisions of early Roman and post-medieval date. An occupation site of early Roman date and the remains of a middle Bronze Age round barrow (ring gully) were identified
along with evidence of middle-late Bronze Age and late Iron Age activity in different areas of the site. The ring gully
was fully excavated during the evaluation. Although no finds were recovered from the ring gully itself, part of a cremation urn with a thumb-impressed cordon, containing a very small amount of cremated human bone, was excavated in its interior. Several smaller areas, totalling about 1.4ha of the site, were therefore targetted for excavation (the
largest of these centred on SU 7955 5338). This revealed Bronze Age linear features, a Roman enclosure complex
representing a small farm, and further Roman deposits across other areas. A full publication report is in preparation.
Kyle Beaverstock, David Sánchez, and Andy Taylor, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for Berkeley Homes
Ltd.
See also: Beaverstock, K 2018 Land at Netherhouse Copse, Hitches Lane, Fleet, Hampshire. Geophysical Survey
(Magnetic), unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/NCF18109georeport.pdf.
Sanchez, D 2019 Land at Netherhouse Copse, Hitches Lane, Fleet, Hampshire. Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl
Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/NCF18-109evreport.pdf.

Crondall
Church Of All Saints (SU 79474 48483) (Site UID: 3652)
Graffiti survey
Numerous examples of graffiti were found within the church, including crosses, apotropaic marks, and wheel designs. There were several named and dated inscriptions.
See also: Webb, J & B 2018 Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project All Saints, Crondall Summary Report, unpubl report.
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Murrell
Murrell Green (SU 74608 55088) (Site UID: 4088)
Dendrochronological dating
Two timbers felled in the winter 1584/5 and c. 1584 suggest the initial construction of Murrell occurred in 1585 or
soon after. The building underwent considerable reconstruction soon after it was built. A tiebeam felled in c. 1604
suggests that this work was probably associated with the insertion of a chimney in 1604 or soon after. Dendrochronology was undertaken by Tree-Ring Services.
See also: Moir, A 2019 Summary of Dendrochronological Reports Commissioned by Hook Local History Group
Odiham, unpubl report.
Long Sutton
Big Meadow (SU 73822 47240) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An evaluation of 18 trenches by MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) across a large meadow prior to residential
development revealed archaeological evidence ranging from the prehistoric to the post-medieval period. The evidence was mainly on the north side of the site, an area of lower ground bounded by a north-east/south-west
aligned visible sinuous ridge that is recorded on the 1841 Tithe Map of Long Sutton.
The earliest archaeological evidence was dated to the late Bronze Age (c. 1000 BC) by large sherds of
pottery found in a working hollow formed by a pit with associated postholes in the north-west area of the site. The
structure would have been associated with agricultural activities, used as a shelter during the day, whilst working in
the fields or tending livestock. Residual Roman pottery fragments, dated broadly to AD 250 – 400, were found on
the eastern periphery of the site in two medieval pits dated to the 11th – 12th century.
Further evidence for the land’s use as a focus for agricultural practice during the medieval period was provided by the presence of four pits and a north-east/south-west aligned field boundary on the north side of the site.
The pottery and building material from the backfill of these features was dated to the 11th – 12th century. A second field boundary ditch, located on the north-east side of the site was undated but was of a similar size and alignment, and a third, on the western side of the site, but aligned north-west/south-east may also date to the medieval
period.
Towards the centre of the site a short stretch of a V-shaped ditch, aligned north-east/south-west was recorded at the north end of one of the trenches, forming evidence for the boundary ditch seen on the Tithe map of
1841. No dating evidence was found associated with it, and it may be of early post-medieval date. Part of the pond
that also appears on the 1841 Tithe map was uncovered in the south-west corner of the site. A distinct concave
profile was seen in section with a lining of chalk, up to 0.50m thick, towards its southern end. Large slabs of concrete and broken 19th-century bricks were present in the backfill, suggesting that it was infilled in the 20th century.
A second post-medieval pond may be present on the north-west side of the site, where a similar chalk-built feature
was recorded, just to the north of a chalk trackway. Modern features were represented by two postholes, one in
the north-east corner of the site and another on its south-west side.
See also: Museum of London Archaeology unpubl report, HA-BML18.
Riseley
Odiham Road (SU 7217 6286) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation & excavation
Evaluation of a 3.6ha site by TVAS revealed an early Iron Age ditch and late Iron Age occupation adjacent to zones of
fields or enclosures. A subsequent excavation covering approx. 0.45ha revealed three phases of Iron Age activity,
with a middle Iron Age ring gully and associated enclosure as well as a probable second enclosure. Further linear
features were of late Iron Age/early Roman date as were some pits and postholes. The chronology is supported by
three radiocarbon dates. Metalworking debris (probably from the smelting of bog iron ore), querns and loomweights point to the economic base of the settlement, but the site is comparable to other local examples that have
produced a disappointing absence of faunal assemblages and a rarity of charred plant remains.
Andy Taylor, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for CALA Homes (Thames) Ltd.
See also: Taylor, A 2018 Middle and late Lron Age Occupation and Iron Production at Odiham Road, Riseley Hampshire, an Archaeological Excavation, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/
reports/pdf/BRR16-90excreport.pdf.
Taylor, A & Ford, S 2019 Two Iron Age Smelting Sites in Berkshire and North Hampshire: archaeological excavations
on sites in Riseley and Reading, TVAS Occasional Paper 33, Reading.
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HAVANT
Emsworth
Horndean Road, land west of (SU 74341 07083) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology identified residual lower Palaeolithic to early Neolithic worked flints. Roman features dating to the 1st to 2nd century AD comprised ditches indicative of enclosures, small fields or paddocks, found along with pits and a post-built structure. A post-medieval post-built structure and ditch were also present.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2018 Land west of Horndean Road, Emsworth, Hampshire: archaeological excavation, report 18156 http://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/archaeological-reports/
Havant
Land South of Bartons Road (SU 731 077) (UID: 70010)
Evaluation & excavation
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) identified several linear features and discrete features,
including large refuse pits. Despite the relatively large number of datable features, it is uncertain what type of site
they represent; while the presence of large, un-mortared Roman brick and tile fragments, charcoal rich feature fills,
and the iron slag, suggests industrial processes, the pottery assemblage might more typically indicate a small rural
settlement. The pottery assemblage is of mainly late Iron Age or early Romano-British date but includes a small
amount of later Romano-British wares, and is ‘rural’ in character, devoid of continental imports. These RomanoBritish remains are considered to be of local significance. A post-medieval linear feature was also uncovered which
is thought to represent parliamentary enclosure of the site and is also considered to be of local significance.
Waterlooville
7 Dunsbury Park (SU 70210 09817) (Site UID: 64922)
Evaluation & watching brief
Linear cropmarks identified on an aerial photograph have been interpreted as a possible enclosure. The archaeological evaluation by Pre-Construct Archaeology consisted of the excavation of 34 trenches, with seven producing archaeology. A sub-circular enclosure was revealed as a ditch approximately 5m wide and 1.5m deep, with steep sides
and a 1m wide flat base. The size of the ditch supports the notion of a substantial bank or ditch. Pottery found in
the fill dates the feature to the 1st century AD. However, the lack of later pottery in the lower ditch fills suggests its
abandonment in the earlier period, while its upper fill suggests the enclosure survived as an earthwork for much
longer. A small number of pits were found within the enclosure which also dated to the early Romano-British period. North of the enclosure ditch was a small pit, the fill of which contained late Iron Age pottery. Another large subcircular ditch was located south of the enclosure 1.55m by 2.36m and 0.85m deep. It contained pottery of Iron Age/
Roman date a fragment of loomweight and some daub.
The site is probably related to Dunsbury Hill (see Site UID: 64687). The latter being a large enclosure in an elevated location on high ground overlooking a river valley and a tributary valley, which creates a partial promontory.
The place-name Dunsbury Hill Farm, implies a fortified hill place, and in the approximate location a Saxon charter of
935 notes 'dundeburnam', suggested to be a name associated with the hill or sometimes with a fortified settlement.
Following the excavations, a watching brief was conducted which demonstrated further sporadic prehistoric
activity on site. No significant archaeological remains of later date were recorded on site.
See also: McColluch, P 2018 Dunsbury Park, Waterlooville, Hampshire Archaeological Evaluation Report - Plot 7, unpubl report.
McAtominey, D 2018 Plot 7 Dunsbury Park, Waterlooville, Archaeological Watching Brief Report, unpubl report.
Lovedean Energy Storage Site (SU 67589 13239) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology identified two possible medieval ditches and a probable post-medieval
quarry pit containing residual prehistoric pottery.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2018 Lovedean Energy Storage Site, Waterlooville, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation, report 18321 http://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/archaeological-reports/
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NEW FOREST
Boldre
Little Dilton Farm (SU 33731 00493) (Site UID: 20548)
Geophysical survey
A ground-penetrating radar survey by KB GPR Surveys was undertaken at a fancy barrow, located 0.5km north-east
of Little Dilton on behalf of the New Forest National Park Association. The monument is scheduled and comprises a
circular earthwork with a flat internal area surrounded by a bank and ditch.
See also: Howard, B 2018 A Preliminary GPR Survey of Fancy Barrow 500m NE of Little Dilton Farm, unpubl report.
Bramshaw
Church of St Peter (SU 26477 16648) (Site UID: 12448)
Graffiti survey
A survey of graffiti was undertaken as part of the Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Survey. Two consecration crosses
were found to the east of the south doorway, both inside and out. Also recorded were initials carved into an historic
wooden bench.
See also: Wardley, K 2018 Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project: survey summary: Bramshaw St Peter, unpubl report.
Eling
Church of Saint Mary (SU 36691 12460) (Site UID: 12364)
Graffiti survey
Very little graffiti is left in the church because of 19th-century restoration, although there are a number of ‘V V’ symbols on the arch of the south arcade.
See also: Wardley, K 2018 Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project: survey summary: Eling, St Mary the Virgin, unpubl
report.
Lymington
Buckland Rings (SZ 31551 96772) (Site UID: 21843)
Geophysical survey
A ground-penetrating radar survey was undertaken at this Iron Age multivallate hillfort by KB GPR Surveys on behalf
of the New Forest National Park Association.
See also: Howard, B 2018 Buckland Rings Archaeological GPR Survey Report, unpubl report.
Milford-on-Sea
Downton Manor Farm, Downton (SZ 2714 9319) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
The most recent phase of excavation revealed the continuation of a field system noted in previous work and two
ploughed out Bronze Age barrows with a substantial cremation cemetery (around 50 certain or suspected burials).
Work continues. Results from previous phases of excavation on the quarry have recently been published (see below).
Will Attard, Kyle Beaverstock and Jamie Williams, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for New Milton Sand
and Ballast.
Molloy, T & Preston, S 2017 A Bronze Age Cemetery and Field System, and Iron Age Occupation at Downton Manor
Farm, Downton, Hampshire, TVAS Occasional Paper 22, Reading.
See also: Weale, A 2017 Downton Manor Farm, Downton, Lymington, Hampshire. An Archaeological Excavation
Phase 2 (Northern Area), unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/
DMD03-20phase2northreport.pdf.
SOUTHAMPTON

Southampton
2 Bishops Road, land adjacent to (SU 44295 11355) (Site UID: SOU 1794)
Watching brief
Wessex Archaeology monitored groundworks associated with the construction of a three-bedroomed dwelling,
parking area and garden. Only a large 19th-century field boundary ditch was recorded. No other archaeological features or deposits were observed.
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West of Wide Lane, land at former Ford site (SU 44370 16400) (Site UID: SOU 1776)
Watching brief
Wessex Archaeology undertook an archaeological watching brief during the installation of foul sewage and groundwater drainage, associated with the development of the former Ford factory. The remains of a World War II Anderson shelter was identified in the extreme south-east corner of the site, the sixth to be discovered during recent
works along Wide Lane. No further archaeological features or finds were identified.
17 Carlton Crescent (SU 41872 12894) (Site UID: 180656)
Building recording
Archaeology South-East carried out a historic building record at the property. The house was built as part of the
suburban expansion of Southampton during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, which was concentrated in the
area to the north and north-west of the walled town. It was constructed around 1830 by John and Benjamin Oakley,
building contractors who were also responsible for Carlton Lodge and the adjoining terrace of five other houses.
Despite its various later extensions and long-standing use as an office, 17 Carlton Crescent is a good example of a
well-to-do terraced townhouse of Regency date. It was not of the highest status, since it was not overly large and it
lacked any stabling accessed from the mews passage to the rear. It was therefore aimed more at prosperous townsmen rather than as an urban residence for the local aristocracy.
TEST VALLEY
Andover
Walworth Road, Picket Piece, land north of (SU 38899 47149) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology identified a gully containing prehistoric pottery and recovered a small assemblage of residual worked flint from the topsoil and subsoil.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2018 Land North of Walworth Road, Picket Piece, Andover, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation, report 18718 http://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/archaeological-reports/.
Barton Stacey
Barton Cottage (SU 43543 40740) (Site UID: TBA)
Watching brief
A watching brief by Cotswold Archaeology identified post-medieval field boundary ditches recorded in a previous
evaluation.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2019 Barton Cottage, Barton Stacey, Hampshire: archaeological watching brief,
report 18728.
Old School House (SU 43543 41091) (Site UID: 5410)
Building recording
Building recording undertaken at Golding's Yard by Thames Valley Archaeological Services (TVAS) concentrated on
the Old School House. It is believed that the house was built after the late 18th- (1792) century fire which destroyed
most of the houses of the village. Its character would fit a late 18th/early 19th-century date. The house has a symmetrical front elevation with brickwork laid in Flemish bond with regular blue headers across much of the elevation,
a dentilled eaves and plain clay tile gabled roof. At first-floor level, there are two three-light timber casements with
queen closers to the openings and an arched window, the arch formed in blue bricks with a fixed two-pane window
with one vertical glazing to the centre above the porch. At ground floor level there are shallow canted bays with
tiled hoods to either side of the porch.
See also: Milbank, D & Elliott, G 2018 Golding's Yard, Bullington Lane, Barton Stacey, Building
Recording, unpubl report.
Chilbolton
Church of St Mary The Less (SU 39478 40220) (Site UID: 155)
Graffiti survey
A survey undertaken as part of the Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project found graffiti in the south arcade of the
church. It consisted mainly of simple crosses and concentric circles. Other examples included the initials IE and a
number of diagonal lines and dotted patterns.
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Houghton
Church of All Saints (SU 34138 32657) (Site UID: 7619)
Graffiti survey
The church contains numerous examples of medieval graffiti mostly found on two pillars in the south arcade and the
south porch. These include over 100 crosses, an unusual symbol representing the trinity, faces in profile, Latin inscriptions and elaborate knot patterns.
See also: Wardley, K 2018 Hampshire Medieval Graffiti Project: survey summary Houghton All Saints, unpubl report.
North Baddesley
St John the Baptist (SU 40254 20863) (Site UID: 394)
Graffiti survey
Several examples of graffiti were found within the church, the most notable is an outline of a hand on the east side
of the south doorway. There are also examples of initials and dates, some apotropaic VV marks as well as some
overlapping compass drawn circles.
See also: Wardley, K 2018 St John the Baptist, North Baddesley Graffiti Survey Summary, unpubl report.
Nursling
Yew Tree Farm, land at (SU 37248 15324) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology identified a medieval or post-medieval boundary ditch. Two undated pits
were also present.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, 2018 Land at Yew Tree Farm, Nursling, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation, report 18538 http://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/archaeological-reports/
Rownhams
Rownhams Lane, land near (SU 38847 17387) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology recorded the Roman road from Winchester to Otterbourne identified in an
earlier evaluation. A post-medieval quarry pit was also present.
The work will be the subject of a forthcoming Cotswold Archaeology report.
WINCHESTER
Bishops Waltham
Coppice Hill, Bishops Waltham (SU 55582 17072) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
Further to the results of the 2017 evaluation trenching, archaeological area excavation was undertaken in two areas
over the site by L-P Archaeology revealing evidence for activity dating from the Neolithic period through to the post
-medieval period, but with a focus in the late Iron Age – Romano-British period.
Small quantities of Mesolithic and Neolithic struck flint suggest possible seasonal occupation in the area.
Similarly, although no features dating to the middle Bronze Age were identified during the excavation, small quantifies of middle Bronze Age Age pottery were recovered during the earlier evaluation stage, suggesting occasional activity in the area.
A small number of late Bronze Age or early Iron Age features were identified, including a large boundary
ditch and several small discrete features, all located in the north of Area 1. Pottery dating to these periods was also
found as residual finds in later features across the site. These remains may relate to a settlement focus located to
the north of the site or could represent more occasional activity during this time.
No middle Iron Age pottery was recovered from the site; however evidence of activity is found for the late
Iron Age (the majority of the pottery recovered from the site dated to this period), which continued into the Romano-British period. A number of pits and ditches were identified, forming a pattern of field systems and trackways/
droveways. Although structural remains were not identified, the presence of roof and floor tiles suggests a Roman
building(s) in the vicinity (or perhaps in the site, but which had not survived archaeologically). Small amounts of slag
and a deposit appearing to represent cleaning out of a tile kiln also indicates that some small scale industrial activity
was being carried out on the site. A group of four sub-circular pits may represent a four-post structure, potentially
associated with Iron Age occupation of the site. The pottery evidence suggests a decline in activity /occupation in
the later Romano-British period.
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Meonstoke
Shepherds Down, Droxford (SU583190) (Site UID: BRF18)
Geophysical surveys
Archaeological fieldwork took place during February and April 2018 at a site close to the hamlet of Dundridge. The
work was part of the Meon Valley Archaeology and Heritage Group’s Iron Age to Roman landscape project and was
designed to target a group of cropmarks previously identified on an aerial photograph of a large arable field. The
field had previously been metal-detected resulting in the recovery of a large number of finds (recorded on the PAS),
which mainly comprise late Roman coins, although the assemblage contains a small number of late Iron Age – early
Roman finds.
Magnetometry and resistivity were used to survey two separate locations (Area A and B), and metal detecting was also undertaken. Both geophysical techniques produced similar results and identified a range of anomalies that can mainly be interpreted as ditches and pits (Fig. 3). Possible structural evidence may also have been
detected by resistivity. The metal-detector survey recovered a limited range of finds, mostly degraded copper alloy
Roman coins, but this is unsurprising given the intensity of the previous detecting.
The evidence from geophysical prospection is strongly suggestive of a settlement. The pits and enclosures
found in Area A are typical of rural sites of the late Iron Age and early Roman period. This date is supported by finds
of that date recovered by metal detectorists, plus the prehistoric pottery that was collected from the surface of the
field during the survey. The features probably extended over a wider area as suggested by an aerial photograph
that shows a ladder settlement a short distance to the east.
Most of the finds are of the late Roman period and following a hiatus reoccupation probably commenced in
the 3rd century. The nature of this occupation is unclear, but it may have shifted south-westwards to Area 2 where
the survey detected a range of features, including high resistance linear anomalies possibly evidence for a Roman
site.
At the west end of Shepherd’s Down, Dundridge Lane turns sharply to the north before taking a circuitous
route around the site. The 1st edition OS map for Droxford (1870-72) shows that at the point where Dundridge Lane
turns northwards a trackway continued in a westerly direction for about 450m before joining Dundridge Lane.
Relatively few of the finds lay to the south of the trackway suggesting that the route was of some antiquity.
It may have run in front of the site during the Roman period, acting as a boundary. Alternatively, and at a later date,
the ruinous state of the site may have forced the path to skirt around its edge.
See also: Stoodley, N 2018 Broom Farm, Droxford, Hampshire. Report on Geophysical and Metal-detecting Surveys
February – April 2018, The Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group Research Report series 11.
Exton Manor Farm and Shavards Farm (Site UIDs: EMF17 & SHF17)
Geophysical surveys
Archaeological fieldwork was undertaken as part of the community-based Meon Valley Archaeology and Heritage
Group programme of geophysical and metal-detecting surveys. The surveys took place at Exton Manor Farm and
Shavards Farm, Meonstoke, and was carried out as part of the Group’s Iron Age to Roman Landscape Project. The
sites are positioned on a ridge of slightly higher ground overlooking the River Meon to the west. At Exton Manor
Farm the fieldwork was designed to target a group of earthworks and associated cropmarks and to plot the original
course of the River Meon. These features lie south of an area surveyed in 2015, which discovered a range of archaeologically-significant anomalies and was subsequently excavated in 2016-18 revealing a Roman Temple, a separate Bath House, with painted wall plaster, and a ditch that predates the Roman occupation of the site (King
2018).
At Exton Manor Farm (Fig. 4) resistivity identified a number of high-resistance anomalies on the eastern
edge of the field which could relate to the edge of a river terrace or earthwork; perhaps artificial terracing that
raised the fields above the flood plain. Both techniques also identified an anomaly running through the middle of
the grid in a north-north-west south-south-east direction which is interpreted as evidence for the original course of
the River Meon. It coincides with a line of trees that lie in front of the Roman temple and bath house that probably
marks the course of the river. The Roman site had probably been deliberately located close to the waterfront.
The survey indicated that the anomalies continued eastwards into Shavards Farm, prompting an additional
phase of work (Fig. 4). Significantly, the survey revealed high resistance linear features that are interpreted as evidence for two separate structures (R1 and R2). Within R1 can be observed several north-south anomalies, probable
internal walls. R1 is close to the edge of the field where it is protected by a build-up of soil. R2 is in a more central
location; the soil is probably thinner here, and consequently, the building is more prone to soil erosion and damage. Pit-like anomalies were detected by both techniques, and there are numerous isolated strong magnetic responses probably related to spreads of ceramic building material or ferrous materials. These are distributed
throughout the grid, but there is a concentration over the area of the high resistance anomalies. Several linear
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Fig. 3 Linear greyscale images of the magnetometry data © Meon Valley Archaeological
and Heritage Group
anomalies were also detected that probably relate to ditches. The ditches do not appear to be contemporary with
the structures and are probably earlier; they should be considered with the ditch investigated in 2017-18 that runs
under the temple (King 2018). The area could therefore be classified as a ditched enclosure complex of the superimposed type, i.e. where later features appear to disregard existing ones probably indicating a break in the continuity and/or function of the site (Young 2011, 88).
In light of the Roman coins recovered in this area by the Group’s detectorists in 2013, a systematic detecting survey was undertaken. Some 54 Roman bronze coins were unearthed together with a further 97 artefacts.
The finds included a mount tentatively identified as a Roman cherubic mount, a possible Tudor pin or hook, a 17th 18th-century lead token and coins of non-Roman date: an 11th-century 1/4 hammered silver cut farthing, a possible Anglo-Saxon penny, a Quarter penny (Anglo-Saxon/medieval), a silver medieval coin, minted in London, an Elizabethan silver coin and a penny of George III. Of greater significance was the discovery of two gold Roman solidi;
one of Constans (337-350) and the other of Constantine II (337-340) (see PAS: HAMP-EA53A6). These were found
close to the probable structures identified by resistivity and support the view that a Roman site of some significance is located here.
A survey was also undertaken at Shavards Farm to complete the geophysical coverage of the field (Payne
2015) where an aisled building had previously been investigated (King 1996) (Fig. 5). A broad north-south aligned
high-resistance band was detected running along the west edge of the field. Magnetometry did not detect the
anomaly, demonstrating that it is probably a hardpacked feature, possibly comprised of flints. It narrows as it approaches the aisled building, perhaps because the structure prevented it from continuing northwards. Two small
high-resistance anomalies were found on the north edge of the grid (R1). Both are aligned north-south before they
make a right angle and head westwards; they very much resemble the corners of walls. The fact that they appear to
end abruptly suggests that they are all that remain of a largely robbed out feature. A very faint group of roughly
square/rectangular anomalies may relate to the remains of a structure, possibly aligned north-south (R2). This interpretation is very tentative but has been suggested because of the presence of probable structures in the field
immediately to the south (see above) and the probable walling to the east. Overall it seems likely that activity
stretched from the area of the aisled building southwards.
The resistivity survey was also extended into the north-west corner of the field to complete the coverage of
the area to the north of the aisled building (Fig. 6). The high resistance band identified to the south was again de16
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Fig. 4 The sites. Linear greyscale images of the minimally processed resistivity data from Exton Manor Farm
and Shavards Farm, superimposed over base OS mapping © Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group

Fig. 5 Linear greyscale images of the minimally processed
resistivity data from Shavards Farm © Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group

Fig. 6 Linear greyscale images of the
minimally processed resistivity data
from Shavards Farm (northern limit of
site) © Meon Valley Archaeological and
Heritage Group
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tected but appears to be a less regular feature. A broad low-resistance anomaly (R1) is aligned north-east southwest running through the area and is identified as a trackway that approaches the aisled building. There are at least
two linear high-resistance anomalies and a sub-circular example (R2) on the western edge of the grid. They lie immediately north of the aisled building and may represent the remains of another structure. A faint square lowresistance anomaly (R3) is visible just to the north of (R2); it may have a gap in its northern edge, and there is a
faint high-resistance anomaly within its south-west corner. A stone coffin had been accidentally uncovered In this
area, and R3 is tentatively identified as a ditched mortuary enclosure, possibly containing a sarcophagus. The eastern half of the survey area is dominated by a complex of low resistance anomalies which can be interpreted as
ditches. The main one snakes in an east to west direction, following the curve of the higher ground in this part of
the field, perhaps defining activity on the edge of this ridge. This group can be compared to the ditched features
described above, and it seems probable that an extensive network of ditches traversed Shavards Farm.
Alison Smalley and Joan Terry of the Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group.
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Otterbourne
Otterbourne, WSW (SU 46649 23497) (Site UID: 180013)
Watching brief
Sediment observations made by Archaeology South-East during the site investigation works, coupled with historic
borehole data, have been used to create a deposit model for the site.
The results have highlighted that the underlying chalk bedrock is characterised by a distinctive terraced formation. Fine-grained Head deposits are shown to be gathering either in the terrace of the chalk or in possible solution features but are of unknown age and nature. These sediments have the potential to hold significant palaeoenvironmental material and prehistoric artefacts and are worthy of further exploration. Although no prehistoric artefacts were encountered in the Clay-with-Flints deposits during this watching brief, the formation is known to have
the potential for preserving such archaeology. It is therefore possible that this formation could also preserve prehistoric archaeology.
The observations from the geotechnical investigation carried out at the River Abstraction Point, coupled
with the results of the deposit model, has made it possible to infer the presence of wide-spread peat, tufa, alluvium
and river terrace deposits across the landscape. These deposits have great potential for preserving palaeoenvironmental evidence that can be used to reconstruct Holocene environmental change.
There is also the potential for wetland archaeological remains to be preserved within these deposits, such
as timber trackways and boats. Suggestions for geoarchaeological mitigation have been made, based on the results
of the watching brief and the subsequent creation of a deposit model. Further investigation of the sediments at
both the WSW main site and across the external borehole scheme will allow the deposits to be more accurately
mapped within the model. Additional sampling and palaeoenvironmental assessment will also increase our understanding of the sediments and the past environment in which they were deposited.
New Alresford
5 East Street, Alresford (SU 58890 32737) (Site UID: TBA)
Watching brief
An archaeological investigation by Pre-Construct Archaeology undertaken prior to the development of the area revealed evidence of medieval and post-medieval activity in the form of linear features, pits and numerous postholes
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and stakeholes. The medieval activity, which was confined to the southern end of the site, comprised two pits. Both
pits contained small find assemblages including pottery, building roof tile and slate, and an environmental sample
from one suggested it may have served as a pit latrine.
The pits most likely represent backlands activity to the pre-existing medieval tenements fronting East Street
and may also have formed an eastern boundary to the medieval activity. Pottery and roof tile fragments provide a
coherent mid 11th- to 13th-century date for the construction and use of the pits. Four largely complete pottery vessels were recovered, including a near-complete glazed ‘face-jug’. Specialist analysis of the medieval pottery recovered from the site assesses the likely status of the site and wider town in comparison to larger urban centres. Analysis of architectural fragments also suggests something of the status and affluence of the inhabitants in the vicinity.
Like other sites investigated in New Alresford, there was a paucity of evidence from the late medieval period. The report discusses this in the context of traditional views of urban decline through the 14th and 15th centuries and more recent academic views which suggest that smaller towns such as New Alresford may not have declined as much as previously accepted. The absence of evidence from the late medieval period at New Alresford
may be suggestive of a change in activity, rather than an absence of it.
Except for a well that cut one of the medieval pits, post-medieval activity (broadly 17th century) on the site
was concentrated to the north of the medieval activity and comprised numerous sub-square and sub-circular
postholes, although no discernible footprints for those structures were identified. Other features included two discontinuous linear features of unknown function which were aligned north-east to south-west across the site and a
posthole and pit cluster that may represent a boundary division.
Early modern activity was represented by an early 19th-century midden in the north-west corner of the site
which produced copious amounts of ceramic, glass and oyster shell remains. Also recorded, in section, was a pit
which served, partially, as a depository for butchered animals. A cobbled surface at the northern end of the site represents a yard surface post-dating the demolition of the earlier post-medieval structures.
Tichborne
Tichborne House, Tichborne (SU 5742 3008) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation trenching & watching brief
Archaeological investigations were undertaken by West Sussex Archaeology in 2016 (not reported on in that year)
during groundworks associated with the restoration of a stretch of the River Itchen (the Cheriton Stream) as it flows
through land at Tichborne House. The groundworks comprised the excavation of new sections of the river channel
and the modification or re-opening of existing or historic river channels.
Architectural material, re-used to revet
a stream channel, has provided evidence for the date and form of the pre 19th-century Tichbourne House, which
dated from the 14th century and underwent at least one phase of significant rebuilding in the 16th century.
Evidence was also found of deliberate flooding of meadows to the west of the existing stream prior to the
mid 19th century and for the use of the meadows for growing of watercress thereafter.
The remains of a ramp pump, which supplied Tichborne House with filtered water from its pond from the
later 19th century until the Second World War, was also recorded.

Twyford
Water Treatment Works, new pipeline (SU 49190 24861) (Site UID: 171119)
Geophysical
survey
Evidence for possible archaeological features was identified within the survey by Archaeology South-East. Moderate
positive anomalies may represent ditches or pits where they are discrete. A previous strip, map and sample area
highlighted a number of features that may correspond to anomalies noted in the survey. In addition, cropmarks are
noted between the SMS area and the geophysical survey on Google Earth 2005 imagery.
Winchester
108 Colebrook Street (SU 48548 29243) (Site UID: TBA)
Geoarchaeological boreholes
& evaluation trenching
The work was by Wessex Archaeology. As part of a phased programme of archaeological assessment and evaluation, a programme of geoarchaeological boreholing was undertaken which revealed a consistent geoarchaeological
sequence, consisting of late Pleistocene gravels, overlain by alluvial sediments containing organic silts and peat and
overbank deposits containing archaeological material. The lower part is stratigraphically below a medieval horizon,
identified during previous archaeological evaluation undertaken in 2011 and made ground/recent garden soils.
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One large evaluation trench was subsequently excavated to investigate more fully the deep deposit sequence. Within the trench a series of dump and made ground deposits were recorded to a depth of 2.54m below
ground level (bgl). From approximately 1.2m bgl, stratified layers of dumped organic-rich deposits, from which
sherds of Romano-British pottery but also medieval and post-medieval roof tile and animal bone were recovered.
No evidence for significant cut features or structural remains was identified, and the site may have been ‘between’
plots from at least the early medieval period to the present. Further evaluation trenching is due to take place closer
to the street frontage following demolition of existing structures.
Kings Barton (Barton Farm), Andover Road (SU 47573 31622) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation
Following a previous phase of excavation (see the Annual Reports for 2015 and 2016) at this major development
area to the north of Winchester, further excavations were undertaken by Pre-Construct Archaeology in 2017 (HCC
school site) and in 2018 (various locations) (Figs 7 & 8).
HCC School site
A number of late Neolithic/early Bronze Age pits were excavated, containing worked flint/flint working waste together with some pottery. A series of intercutting ditches were present across the excavation area, mainly running
north-east south-west with some turning and running northwards – little dating evidence was found, but that present indicated a late Iron Age to early Romano-British date.
On a ridge of high ground which runs across the centre of the site, a burial dating to the Beaker period was
found (one of three so far found on the site (one was previously excavated in 2015, another in 2018, see below)).
The skeleton, although unsexed, was of an individual aged over 20 years and was found on its right side with the
head to the south-west. The skeleton had been placed over two adjacent sub-circular pits, and although no Beaker
was found with the burial, 15 sherds of Beaker pottery were recovered from a small pit to the north with another
sherd recovered from one of the underlying pits.
2018
Extensive remains dating from the Neolithic, Bronze Age, early/middle Iron Age, late Iron Age/early Romano-British
and the 18th century were excavated across the areas investigated in 2018.
A single Neolithic cremation was found, placed in a pit together with large sherds of Fengate style pottery
(c. 3000 – 2000BC). Several other pits also contained fragments of Neolithic (Mortlake) pottery.
A Beaker burial of an individual of undetermined sex, but over the age of 50, was found within an isolated
rectangular grave cut, placed in a crouched position with the head to the south. A single mostly complete beaker
with triangular-sectioned stamps was found between the pelvis and feet, while a clay loom weight may have originally been placed in one of the hands.
In the south of the site, a Bronze Age circular ditch feature was located in a low lying area near the base of
one of the dry valleys which cross the development area. A number of pits were found across the site; pottery from
their fills dating to 2000–1500BC and 1500-1000BC. In the north of the 2018 excavation area, a cluster of 21 suboval or circular pits arranged in a roughly circular shape with a row of paired pits to the south may represent the
remains of a structure.
In the western and north-western part of the site, 24 early/middle Iron Age crouched burials were found in
three dispersed groups, thought to be contemporary in date and all with very similar characteristics (Fig. 9). The
graves contained both male and females, with ages ranging from juveniles through to old adults. All the burials
were found in a tightly crouched or foetal position, some folded very tightly in small restricted graves cuts, with a
general trend of burial on the left side with the head to the north.
One of the more unusual graves contained the crouched burial of a middle-aged adult of indeterminable
sex with the disarticulated remains of a second individual (the legs of another middle-age adult) placed on top. Another unusual burial was that of a young adult female who had been placed face down in the grave pit and her lower limbs tucked under the pelvis.
Little material evidence was present in the graves, although copper alloy chapes, a dark blue ring-shaped
glass bead and two coral or fossil beads were recovered from several graves. One grave contained the burial of a
female aged 35+ with accompanying grave goods: a copper alloy bracelet and an iron brooch (identified as an involuted type 2Ca form, stylistically dated to 275-250BC), as well as 44 sherds of pottery, forming part of a saucepan
pot dated to 250-50BC. Isotope analysis has indicated a non-marine diet and that she lived on the chalk downlands
before death in the late 4th - 2nd centuries BC.
In the very north-west part of the site, a large round-house with an entrance porch to the south-east was
uncovered, which may have been rebuilt or modified. From the postholes of both the main structure and internal
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Fig. 7 Vertical aerial view of the Barton Farm site © Pre-Construct Archaeology
postholes, large amounts of early/middle Iron Age pottery were recovered; the volume of pottery from several
postholes suggests it may have been used for post-packing.
The majority of the pottery sherds derived from high-shouldered jars with flaring rims and incised and
stamped decoration (All Canning Cross-Meon Hill group tradition). One of the porch post-holes also contained six
human skull fragments, a whetstone and saddle quern, while another contained a small bead of coral or sponge
fossil, very similar to that found in one of the graves; this and the other dating evidence suggests the round house
and dispersed cemetery may be contemporary. Both are probably related to previous settlement remains found on
the opposite side of Andover Road (Bereweeke Fields, excavated in the 1980s and other separate archaeological
investigations subsequently).
A number of other features dating to the early/middle Iron Age and late Iron Age/early Romano-British periods were excavated across the site, mainly pits, but also a cluster of postholes, several four-post structures and a
possible small round house or structure.
Extensive remains of the 18th-century militia camps (the 1756 Hessian and 1761 English Camps) known at
Barton Farm and previously investigated as part of the 2015 excavations were recorded across the investigation
area. Features recorded and excavated included field kitchens, dugouts, booths and other evidence associated with
the camps.
Twenty-five examples of the Hessian field kitchens lay within the 2015 and 2018 excavation areas, running
in a straight line north-west to south-east following a consistent design with only small variations in size. Arranged
into groups of ten, each made up of two groups of five, they follow the layout depicted on contemporary illustrations. Individually, each kitchen comprised an outer square ditch with between two – four sub-circular pits cut into
the inner edge of each side of the ditch. Each field kitchen contained an ashy layer or deposit within which finds of
animal bone and pottery were recovered.
Dugouts were by contrast seemingly randomly positioned, although (with one exception) they all lay to the
south of the field kitchens (Fig. 10). They shared similar attributes, but no two were the same. Each was roughly
rectangular in shape with straight sides and bottoms. A set of steps cut into the chalk led down into the dugouts,
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Fig. 8 Vertical aerial view of the Barton Farm site © Pre-Construct Archaeology
mostly on the south or south-west side, and some had small stakeholes on and around the steps suggesting a handrail. Opposite the stairs, and cut into the chalk, was a fireplace or hearth (the materials and design varying greatly)
complete with a chimney cut up through the chalk to ground level. Post and stakeholes in the corners and around
the edges of the dugouts likely relate to a roof or covering of some description.
Several regularly spaced and much more uniform circular booths (probably quarters for the ordinary soldiers as opposed to officers in the dugouts), lay in the south of the excavation area, in two parallel lines. Flat
bottomed, they had ledges cut around the perimeter, and three had access steps cut into the chalk as with the dugouts. Each had a central circular fireplace. Both the dugouts and booths were generally filled with a lower ashy layer and chalk rubble and produced material culture relating to their use (pottery, animal bone, metalwork and
glass). A number of other large and small cut features associated with the Hessian camp were also excavated.
This camp was on a different alignment to the Hessian camp, and the remains associated with it were
differentiated by alignment and form. A line of field kitchens was revealed, which although similar in form to the
Hessian kitchens, were circular. Four possible latrine pits were also revealed, as well as other features aligned with
the kitchens. Among some of the more interesting finds from the Hampshire camp were the tip of a spadroon, a
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light straight-edged sword carried by officers, and a small embossed and gilded button.
As part of this phase of work, members of Operation Nightingale were invited to participate in the fieldwork. Former army personnel and their support excavated one of the Hampshire field kitchens, which resonated
particularly with one of the participants as he had served in a successor regiment. Memories of army life and comradeship were eloquently brought to life in the 18th-century camp remains by the experience. More information
can be found in a Current Archaeology article here: https://www.archaeology.co.uk/articles/the-hessians-of-barton
-farm-uncovering-when-a-german-army-defended-britain.htm

Fig. 9 Barton Farm Iron Age burials © Pre-Construct Archaeology
Romsey Road, Police HQ, former site (SU 47319 29539) (Site UID: 170055)
Watching brief
Archaeology South-East conducted the observations in areas where archaeological features recorded during the
archaeological evaluation were to be impacted by the proposed residential development. Unfortunately, the archaeological horizon encountered during the evaluation was found to have been highly truncated by recent
groundworks before the commencement of the watching brief. Nevertheless, around the edges of the basement
area, in Areas 1 and 3, six quarry pits were recorded. These are considered to be of a high medieval date.
24 St Thomas Street, Winchester (SU 47984 29434) (Site UID: TBA)
Excavation & recording
Archaeological excavation and recording was undertaken by Pre-Construct Archaeology during works to alter and
extend a swimming pool with associated landscaping works. Although groundworks had commenced without archaeological attendance, subsequent investigations have revealed a large amount of information, adding substantially to our knowledge of this part of the historic city.
The site had been subject to some limited previous archaeological investigation in 1979, during the original
excavation of the swimming pool (http://www.hantsfieldclub.org.uk/publications/hampshirestudies/digital/1980s/
vol39/Matthews.pdf). A deep garden soil, about 1.7m thick was recorded, and a large group of pottery was recovered. This included Romano-British and late Saxon wares, but the majority comprised mid 18th-century red earthenware slipwares from the Winchester region, imported French pottery and Chinese porcelain, amongst other
forms.
The 2018 investigations immediately to the south of the existing swimming pool revealed a 1m overbur24

Fig. 10 Barton Farm Hessian dugout © Pre-Construct Archaeology
den/garden soil below which was a substantial north-south aligned mortar bonded chalk and flint rubble wall foundation at least 1m wide. Large amounts of Roman pottery dated between AD50 - 410 was recovered from the Site,
however, the majority of the material is thought to be residual and was retrieved from a series of intercutting SaxoNorman pits. This included a fragment of stamped Samian Ware. The stamp is complete and reads OFBASSICOE[,
which is a stamp of the workshop of Bassus and Coelius and is dated to AD 40-80. A later 13th-century wall, of unknown use, was also uncovered and ran north-south through the excavation area (Fig. 11). A final post-medieval
phase is thought to represent the destruction of the medieval wall, possibly in the 18th century, and subsequent
levelling of the site. A 19th-century brick well was found at the junction of the excavation area and the existing
swimming pool.
In the western and northern parts of the excavation area two small islands of Roman stratigraphy survived,
elsewhere having been truncated by the later, artefact rich, pits. These comprised possible floor horizons, a small
section of a possible wall covered by a chalk layer and a thick horizon of reddish clay containing Roman material.
Water Lane (SU 48648 29331) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation
An archaeological evaluation was undertaken by Foundations Archaeology in connection with development proposals at a small site within the historic eastern suburb, close to the site of the East Gate and also close to the eastern Roman cemetery. A single trench was excavated which identified and recorded the upper part of a relatively
complex archaeological sequence. The earliest identified deposits comprised medieval soil fills, which were overlaid
by dumped soil and rubble make-up layers. The make-up layers were associated with the remains of part of a building, which comprised a wall associated with multiple possible floor surfaces, as well as another wall of uncertain
function. The recovered ceramics suggested that the make-up deposits and associated structures dated to the later
medieval period, or after. Later archaeological activity was represented by a substantial cut feature, of uncertain
function, which cut through the structural remains.
Winchester College new PE centre, Kingsgate Road (SU 47840 28650) (Site UID: TBA)
Evaluation trenching
& excavation
Archaeological evaluation and subsequent excavations were undertaken by Border Archaeology, with Quest, in the
historic southern suburb of Winchester. The work involved a geoarchaeological assessment of this site revealing a
complex depositional sequence with medieval features cut into and overlain by colluvial deposits. Terrace gravel
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Fig. 11 View of the excavation at St Thomas Street: to the right a massive masonry wall of a medieval cellar; on the
left are deposits of Romano-British and early medieval date © Pre-Construct Archaeology
was observed at the base of the sequence.
Although post-excavation work has yet to be completed, a number of ditches and pits were excavated. The
latter contained sherds of 11th- to 14th-century pottery (unglazed jars and glazed jars and jugs/pitchers) together
with animal bone and had probably been used as rubbish pits sited to the rear of the properties.
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FINDS REPORTED TO THE PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME IN 2018
By Dr Simon Maslin, Katie Hinds and Jasmine Hadley-Hughes
During 2018 a total of 2,690 Hampshire finds were added to the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) database in the
form of some 1,852 records.
·

·
·

These finds relate to the following archaeological periods: Palaeolithic to Neolithic (4.4%), Bronze Age
(1.8%), Iron Age (5.6%), Roman (44.9%), early-medieval (4.2%), medieval (20.9%), post-medieval and modern (19.1%), and those of uncertain date (1.0%).
The materials from which finds were made were: metal (95.2%, of which copper alloys, 66.7%), ceramics
(1.8%) and worked stone (2.7%).
The most common artefact types recorded were coins (58.1%), followed by brooches (5.4%) and buckles
(3.8%).

A proportion of finds examined by the Hampshire Finds Liaison Officer and colleagues were not recorded – generally those that post-date 1700. The artefacts described below are considered to be particularly interesting examples
reported to the Scheme during 2018. The PAS database number (Record ID) is included in each description. The
public online database contains detailed information and colour photographs for each object recorded by the
Scheme, including those below: see www.finds.org.uk/database.
Principal finds
A middle Bronze Age hoard from Fareham (HAMP-4B38A6) (Fig. 12)
A middle Bronze Age ornament hoard, consisting of two Liss-type arm rings (one in three pieces), an unlooped palstave axe, a quoit-headed pin (in three pieces), a knife/razor fragment and a fragment of a spear tip. The two smaller fragments of arm ring were found about 1m from the rest of the hoard, which was discovered in situ and may
have been moved by disturbance from ploughing.
One of the Liss type arm-rings is complete and measures 83.7mm in diameter; the second is broken into
three pieces and is 84.8mm in diameter. Both are oval in cross section and have comparable incised decoration in
the form of panels of chevron/herringbone pattern divided by transverse lines.
The quoit-headed pin was found in three pieces, which include most of the ring-shaped head and two sections of the shank. Its reconstructed length is 241.2mm. The unlooped palstave is of an imported Norman type;
examples are known from other hoards found near Fareham. It measures 154mm in length, 40.9mm wide at the
cutting edge, 25.1mm wide and 29.8mm thick at the stop ridge, and weighs 340g (to the nearest 2g). Both faces
have 'trident decoration' in the form of a triangular- or shield-shaped depression below the stop ridge with a vertical central rib extending from the stop ridge. The axehead is complete with some damage to the cutting edge.
The hoard was declared Treasure and acquired by Hampshire Cultural Trust.
A middle Bronze Age palstave hoard from Titchfield (HAMP-7A1CBA) (Fig. 13)
This is a hoard of three complete and seven fragmentary middle Bronze Age palstave axeheads. One palstave was
found at a depth of around 0.45m below the plough layer; the remainder were found within the ploughsoil and
scattered across a 50m area, 0.10 - 0.15m beneath the surface.
The hoard was declared Treasure and Hampshire Cultural Trust declared an interest.
A middle Bronze Age palstave hoard from Martin (WILT-369EEF) (Fig. 14)
A hoard consisting of 17 copper alloy slender palstaves and slender looped palstaves, mostly complete and dating
to the middle Bronze Age (c. BC 1500-1150). The palstaves have crescentic, triangular and wedge-shaped cutting
edges – some of which still have their casting ledge either partially or wholly intact. At least three of the palstaves
are laterally miscast. Some palstaves have cutting edges with no indication of sharpening and one has a misshaped
wedge form. The twelfth palstave in the hoard has possible hammer marks on one face.
A miniature middle Bronze Age palstave from Rowlands Castle (HAMP-C8A4F8) (Fig. 15)
A small copper alloy, perhaps miniature or 'model', middle Bronze Age palstave axehead of Schmidt and Burgess
'unclassified low-flanged palstave' type with a broad blade (group III) and without side loop, belonging to the Taunton phase of metalworking and corresponding to Needham's period 5, BC 1500-1150.
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Fig. 12 A middle Bronze Age hoard from Fareham, © Hampshire Cultural Trust

Fig. 13 A middle Bronze Age palstave hoard
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Fig. 14 One of the middle
Bronze Age palstaves from a
hoard of 17
It is uncertain whether this object is a miniature axe intended for use or perhaps had a purpose as a votive
object; its 'model' form is similar to miniature socketed axes (e.g. HAMP-657353) thought to have an amulet or votive function and believed to date between the Bronze Age to the Roman period (Bliss 2020; Robinson, 1995).
A late Bronze Age penannular ring from Preston Candover (HAMP-425F0D) (Fig. 16)
This is a late Bronze Age (BC 1150-800) copper alloy penannular ring, oval in cross-section with an irregularly
shaped hollow area at the centre of each terminal. One of the terminals has a chip of metal missing at the edge.
The terminals are not perfectly aligned, giving the impression that the object is ever-so-slightly twisted. It is not
possible to be entirely certain whether the ring is solid gold or a copper alloy core wrapped in gold sheet; both
forms are known. There are, however, no signs of copper alloy corrosion, which would suggest the former.
This object belongs to a class of artefact variously termed 'hair-rings', ‘lock rings’ or 'ring-money’ (e.g. Taylor 1981; Eogan 1994). Their function remains uncertain, although it is likely that they were personal adornments,
possibly worn on the ears or nose, rather than being used as items of exchange. Relatively few examples have been
dated through associated finds, archaeological investigation or radiocarbon dating. Evidence from burials on the
continent and hoards in Scotland and Ireland suggest a date belonging to the Ewart Park phase of the late Bronze
Age, between BC 1000-800 (e.g. Eogan 1997).
The find was declared Treasure and acquired by Hampshire Cultural Trust
Greek and Roman Provincial hemidrachm of Ptolemy VI Philometor from Horndean (HAMP-507702) (Fig. 17)
Dating to c. BC 180-170, this copper-alloy hemidrachm of the first sole reign of Ptolemy VI Philometor, minted in
Cyprus, is a highly unusual find for Britain. Whilst other examples have been found in Kent and the East Riding of
Yorkshire, this is the first example from Hampshire. The obverse depicts the diademed head of Zeus-Ammon right,
and the reverse depicts an Eagle standing left on a thunderbolt with a sceptre across its shoulder and a lotus flower
to the left.
Diameter: 31.2mm; weight: 19.93g.
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Fig. 15 A miniature Bronze Age palstave

Fig. 16 A late Bronze Age penannular ring, © Hampshire Cultural Trust
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Fig. 17 A hemidrachm of the first sole reign of Ptolemy VI Philometor, © Hampshire Cultural Trust
A pommel from an Iron Age sword or dagger from Micheldever (DEV-011E4D) (Fig. 18)
This copper alloy Iron Age pommel from a sword or dagger (dated to c. BC 150-50), is cast in the form of a bearded
male bust moulded in three dimensions. The hair is swept back and is possibly styled with a plait; this may suggest
that the object is relatively early in date and uninfluenced by the shorter Roman forms of hair styling which typically came to influence these forms of representation in later Iron Age metalwork.
Length: 59.69mm; width: 21.53mm; weight: 95.09g.
An extremely rare type of Iron Age gold quarter stater from St. Mary Bourne (HAMP-2D8ACC) (Fig. 19)
An Iron Age gold quarter stater of the Southern Region (possibly of the Regni) of the 'Eye Star' type and dated to
the period c. BC 60-50. The obverse shows a wreath with an oval eye and star to the right. The reverse shows a triple-tailed horse right, a star with a central pellet below and a pellet-ring at base, with a star or sun motif above.
This is an insular quarter stater that parallels a single known example published by Sills (2017, 179, no. 180;
recorded on the PAS database as CCI-10989) from Wareham, Dorset. This type is believed to be a local southern
British/insular derivative of continental Gallic War types of the Bellovaci tribe.
Diameter: 14.6 mm; weight: 1.26g.

Iron Age silver unit of the Southern Region/Atrebates and Regni (PUBLIC-800FB7) (Fig. 20)
Dating to c. 10-40 AD, this rare type of Iron Age silver unit of the Southern Region/Atrebates and Regni was struck
for Verica and is of the 'Verica Cavalry Duo' type. Both the obverse and the reverse depict a horse and rider with a
spear, facing right.
Diameter: 13.0mm; weight: 1.3g.
A fragment of a Roman dodecahedron from Stockbridge (HAMP-CE1119) (Fig. 21)
This is a fragment of a Roman copper alloy dodecahedron consisting of two complete faces and portions of a further six. Each pentagonal face had a central aperture (of varying size) and a projecting knop from each apex; only
five of these survive around the two complete surviving faces.
The function of these enigmatic objects remains uncertain. Suggestions include surveying instruments,
rangefinders, candleholders, sceptre heads or polygonal dice. They are uncommon finds and appear restricted to
the northern part of the Roman Empire, stretching from Britain to Hungary.
This example appears to be one of only a few from Southern England outside of London. Only seven others have
been recorded by the PAS: YORYM-41CD72, PUBLIC-959804, SUR-729950, GLO-BE1187, GLO-9EE34F, WILT-37C5E1,
YORYM-E841F9.
Length: 52.4 mm; width: 48.7 mm; height: 29.1 mm; weight: 46.79 g.
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Fig. 18 Pommel from an Iron Age sword or dagger

Fig. 19 An extremely rare Iron Age 'Eye Star' type gold quarter stater
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Fig. 20 Iron Age silver unit of Verica

Fig. 21 A fragment of a Roman copper alloy dodecahedron
Roman zoomorphic plate brooch from Hayling Island (HAMP-CB5093) (Fig. 22)
Dating from 100-350 AD, this unusual Roman copper-alloy zoomorphic plate brooch depicts a lion in side view advancing right, with the body and two legs visible and the mouth open. The mane is depicted with incised lines. The
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brooch is missing the pin, part of the catchplate, both front and back paws and the tail but otherwise much of the
body survives with a good amount of detail preserved. Parallels have been published in Hattatt (2000, 363; no.1193
for the body and no.1639 for the head) and Mackreth (2011, no. 8093).
Length: 39.1mm; weight: 6.98g.

Fig. 22 Roman zoomorphic plate brooch, © Hampshire Cultural Trust
An unusual Roman provincial copper-alloy coin from Hayling Island (HAMP-DECD4A) (Fig. 23)
An unusual Roman provincial copper-alloy coin of Tabae, Caria (Turkey), that dates to the period 253-268 AD. The
obverse depicts a youthful, laureate, draped bust right with the legend IEPOC ΔHMOC. The reverse depicts Tyche
standing left holding rudder and cornucopiae with the legend TAB-HNΩN.
The edge of the flan has been bent and damaged. This is probably recent damage, the coin appearing to have been
disturbed by dredging activity, which would both account for its patina (from a waterlogged context) and also suggests that it is a genuine ancient loss.
Cf. BMC (British Museum Catalogue) 50; see also SNG Copenhagen (Sylloge Nummorum Graecorum) nos. 546-547;
SNG von Aulock no.2711; SNG Tubingen nos. 3497-3498.

Fig. 23 A Roman provincial copper-alloy coin of Tabae, Caria (Turkey), © Hampshire Cultural Trust
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Fig. 24 B

Fig. 24 A

Fig. 24 C
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Fig. 24 D
An assemblage of Roman pottery and an armlet from Buckholt (Fig. 24A-D)
This well-preserved group of Roman pottery vessels, plus a copper alloy armlet (WILT-7B1428, Fig. 24A), is believed
to derive from several burials. The group consists of a New Forest fine ware beaker (WILT-7FA1C1, Fig. 24B), a Wessex grog ware 'Dog Dish', a Black Burnished ware dropped flange bowl (WILT-800F7F, Fig. 24C), a Black Burnished
ware 'Dog dish' (WILT-9508E6, Fig. 24D) and a Manning type 1 iron nail (WILT-7F34A2).
The copper alloy armlet dates to 320 - 450 AD and is circular in cross section with a slight spiral and flat terminals which may once have been soldered together. A similarly patterned armlet was discovered at Butt Road in
Colchester and is recorded by Crummy (1983, 44 no 1676).
The 'Dog dish' and dropped flange bowl are in the style of Black Burnished ware (BB1, from Wareham/
Poole Harbour, Dorset) and date to c. 200-410 AD. The Wessex Grog Wareplain dish ("Dog Dish") was recovered in
five separate sherds and dates to 200-410 AD. The New Forest fine ware indented beaker dates to the period 270340 AD.
The assemblage was donated to the Salisbury Museum.

An unusual copper alloy radiate of Carausius from Headbourne Worthy (FASAM-91C217) (Fig. 25)
Dating to 286 AD, this copper alloy radiate of Carausius is a PAX AVG reverse type depicting Pax standing left, holding a branch in her right hand and vertical sceptre in her left. The mintmark S P // ML is the last issue from the London mint in the reign of Carausius. However, the obverse legend and type appear to be from an earlier London
mint issue, possibly the F O // ML issue. This makes the coin a very unusual hybrid. The coin was donated to the
British Museum by the finder and landowner.
Diameter: 23mm; weight: 4.88g.
An addendum to a 4th-century Roman coin hoard from Droxford (HAMP-74824E) (Fig. 26)
This is a portion of a dispersed hoard of 4th-century Roman copper alloy coins, and it is an addendum to two earlier
finds from the same site (HAMP-4BA1D0 and HAMP-6F2475). All are nummi of the emperor Magnentius (350-3
AD), first series with A behind the head, VICTORIAE DD NN AVG ET CAES reverse type depicting two Victories holding a wreath inscribed VOT / V / MVLT / X, no column. The obverse depicts a bare head right, draped and cuirassed.
Dated to 350-3 AD, Reece period 18. These coins were declared Treasure and acquired by Hampshire Cultural Trust.
An early medieval cast gold cloisonné buckle tongue from Ellisfield (SUR-920F4E) (Fig. 27)
A cast gold cloisonné buckle tongue that dates to the late 6th to mid 7th century AD (c. 575 – 650 AD). It comprises a
mushroom-shaped base with an integral tongue, which extends outwards from the base and flares as it curves
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Fig. 25 An unusual hybrid copper alloy radiate of Carausius

Fig. 26 A Roman nummus of Magnentius (350-353 AD), © Hampshire Cultural Trust

Fig. 27 An early medieval cast gold cloisonné buckle tongue, © Surrey County Council
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downwards towards the blunt tip. The lower edges of the tongue are decorated with a row of punched crescent
motifs surrounded by a border of lightly punched dots. A double row of dots, much worn, is also visible along the
top of the tongue. On the back of the buckle is a gold loop, rectangular in cross-section, for attaching to the missing
buckle loop.
The upper surface of the base is decorated with geometric cloisonné cell work formed from upright strips
of gold sheet. The design incorporates eight cells of various shapes and sizes, the central and largest of which is
empty; six retain red, probable garnet, inlays some with visible waffled gold foil backings, and one retains a green
glass inlay. The cloisonné cell work is bordered by two strands of gold beaded wire which conceals the join between
the cells and the base itself. The beading is worn and flattened in places.
Buckle tongues of this type, with cloisonné mushroom-shaped bases, are typically attached to buckles with
large triangular plates, categorised as Marzinzik's Type II.23b-ii (Marzinzik 2003, 50) and Hines and Bayliss' Type
BU3-c (Hines and Bayliss 2013, 140). Most have composite decoration incorporating cloisonné and filigree motifs
frequently found in Salin's Style II. Their main area of distribution is south-eastern England, particularly Kent, where
they are found primarily in burial contexts. Examples are known from Ash, Kent (British Museum, 1862,0701.10),
Wickhambreaux, Kent (British Museum, 1905,0418.14), Alton, Hampshire (Curtis Museum; Evison 1988, 45) and the
Taplow and Broomfield 'princely' burials (British Museum, 1883,1214.1 and 1894,1216.1 respectively).
The find was declared Treasure and acquired by Hampshire Cultural Trust.
Length: 31 mm; weight: 6.6 g.
A previously unknown type of silver penny for Athelwulf of Wessex, from Laverstoke (SUR-C1A931) (Fig. 28)
This coin is a silver late Anglo-Saxon penny of Æthelwulf of Wessex (839-858). The flan is damaged in two places,
with some loss. The obverse has a cross with clockwise P shaped arms with a pellet in centre and a pellet in each
quarter, within a beaded border. +EÐELVV[ ]REX. The reverse has a cross pattée with a wedge in each angle and the
legend MANN[...]M.
It is a previously unknown type for Athelwulf of Wessex by the Rochester moneyer Manning, probably
minted in the late 840s. The closest published comparison is Naismith (2011) type R30.3.
Diameter: 18.4 mm; weight: 0.7g.

Fig. 28 A previously unknown type of silver penny for Athelwulf of Wessex, © Surrey County Council
An early medieval decorative gold strip from Martin (DOR-C0ABB4) (Fig. 29)
This is a fragment of a decorative gold strip of unknown function, dating to the 8th century AD. It is rectangular
with a framing ridge along each long side and the surviving short end. The opposite end and part of one side are
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broken, and the ridge is torn from the central strip on the opposite edge. At the surviving short edge, there are two
small circular attachment holes flanking a larger circular hole. The back is plain, and the front is decorated with a
running design of interlacing knots.
The precise function of this artefact is uncertain, but it appears to have originally been mounted to a larger
object. One possibility is an early medieval sword grip mount, some types of which are created by metal strips
wrapped around the hand-grip to form decorative bands. A broadly similar example appears on a sword from
Crundale Down, Kent (British Museum, 1894,1103.1), although the interlace style differs. The interlace on the Martin mount is better paralleled in 8th-century metalwork (cf. PAS database SF-ED5D66, YORYM-E1EE28, LIN-B123F1),
and thus points to a date in that period. Gold sword fittings are uncommon from this period, so the identification of
this piece remains uncertain.
The find was declared Treasure and Hampshire Cultural Trust declared an interest.
Length: 23.23 mm; width: 7.52 mm; thickness: 0.77 mm; weight: 1.34 g.

Fig. 29 An early medieval decorated gold strip
A late Anglo-Saxon disc-headed pin, or nummular style brooch from East Dean (HAMP-0EE512) (Fig. 30)
An incomplete middle to late Anglo-Saxon copper alloy disc-headed pin, or nummular style brooch - the absence of
the fixing makes precise identification difficult. The face is incised with a central four-armed cross with a pseudoinscription (probably imitating runes) around, arranged within two pairs of concentric grooves. This inscription
reads + III W .I r I + S/F A. To the reverse is a rectangular scar, probably of solder.
The object is identified as a Weetch's Type 2 Aii. These brooches are pseudo-nummular in style and use the
reverse motifs of coins as their decoration, dating to c. 800-1000. To be noted is the form of the cross on this object, which is reminiscent of the 'Jewel cross' seen on the coins of Cnut, Harold and Harthacnut in the early 11th
century.
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Fig. 30 A late Anglo-Saxon disc headed pin or nummular brooch, © Hampshire Cultural Trust
A silver penny of William II from Nether Wallop (HAMP-35747B) (Fig. 31)
A medieval silver penny of William II 'Rufus' (1087-1100) of 'Cross in Quatrefoil' type (1089 - c. 1092; North 852).
The moneyer appears to read AELWOLD and may represent a previously unrecorded moneyer; the mint is uncertain. This coin represents an important addition to the list of moneyers in this type. Cf: North (1994) number 192.
Diameter: 31.1 mm; weight: 1.1g.
Coin hoard of 105 pennies from Andover (HAMP-5275FE) (Fig. 32)
Dating from c. 1125-1180 AD, this dispersed coin hoard of 105 silver pennies were discovered scatted across an area of around 5m across. The majority of the coins (104) are of the cross and crosslets or 'Tealby' type of Henry II
with one coin being of Henry I.
A silver medieval vessica-shaped seal matrix from St. Mary Bourne (HAMP-0E6C4B) (Fig. 33)
This 13th-century medieval vessica-shaped silver seal matrix is missing its suspension loop. It has a die face engraved with an octofoil flower-head with a wavy-armed five-point mullet above and a curving stem with three
leaves extending below. Around this is the inscription + SIGILLVM : STRANGIE : (Seal of Strange). This is a personal
seal for an individual with the surname Strange or perhaps of a woman named Estrangia. This surname is known
from 13th-century legal documents in Cambridgeshire.
Length: 26.6mm; weight: 6.38g.
A gold medieval annular brooch from Hursley (HAMP-D47643) (Fig. 34)
This artefact is a medieval (c. 1200-1400) gold annular brooch complete with pin. The frame is D-shaped in crosssection and has a constriction for the pin, which remains in place. The artefact is made of gold and decorated with a
small collar. Half of the upper circumference of the frame is decorated with incised saltires, the other half with incised chevrons, with punched annulets around. The underside is inscribed + SALVEZ LAMER DEV. This may translate
as "May the love of God protect (me/you)" or "The love of god protect (me/you)”.
The find was declared Treasure and Hampshire Cultural Trust declared an interest.
Diameter: 20.5 mm; weight: 2.18 g.
A medieval gold Ryal of Edward IV from the Itchin Valley (BERK-C2ED7C) (Fig. 35)
Dating from c. 1464-1470, this medieval gold Ryal (Rose Noble) of the Light Coinage from the first reign of Edward
IV was minted in Bristol and is only the second of this type and mint to be recorded on the Portable Antiquities
Scheme database. The obverse shows the King standing in ship holding a sword and shield, with a large E in a stand40

Fig. 31 A silver penny of William II "Rufus"

Fig. 32 Part of a medieval coin hoard of silver pennies, © Hampshire Cultural Trust
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Fig. 33 A silver medieval seal matrix, © Hampshire Cultural Trust
ard and a B in the waves. The reverse depicts a radiate rose at the centre, surrounded by alternating fleurs-de-lis
and crowned lions (see North 1991, 85; number 1550 type VII).
Diameter: 35.3 mm; weight: 7.7g.
A medieval posy/posey ring from Ringwood (DOR-0AE172) (Fig. 36)
This is a late medieval (c. 15th century) gold finger ring. It comprises a flat hoop with a rectangular cross section,
with an inscription around the outside. The inscription in French and incised in Black Letter script reads: AVES MON
COER. ([You] Have My Heart). Between each word is an incised quatrefoil flower with stem and feathery leaves
(three flowers in total). The flowers are incised horizontally on the band, with the heads to the right.
The find was declared Treasure and Hampshire Cultural Trust declared an interest.
Diameter: 18.54 mm; weight: 3.19 g.
A late medieval to early post-medieval silver-gilt fitting from an item of jewellery or dress accessory from Worldham
(SUR-8142CC) (Fig. 37)
This object is a square fragment of silver-gilt sheet with four side panels and bevelled corners, hollow and open at
the rear. The front is engraved with a monogram reading IHC in gothic letters on a simple cross-hatched background within a linear border. The reverse is hollow and undecorated with no fittings. One side panel of the object
(to the right of the front) has been damaged; there is no evidence of fittings or attachments to the side panels.
The monogram likely represents the sacred trigram, representing the name of Jesus, and probably relates
to the Cult of the Holy Name of Jesus, which was popular in the 15th and early 16th century. On this basis the item
can be said to be post-medieval, possibly 15th-16th century and perhaps comprises a fitting or decorative front
plate from a reliquary pendant (for similarly proportioned items see PAS-5BA841 and DUR-04365D), or a cover for a
button, cufflink, ring bezel or other item of personal adornment.
Length: 9.9 mm; width: 8.9 mm; height: 3.7 mm; weight: 0.69 g
A hoard of 345 coins found in a fragmentary stoneware jug from Mapledurwell and dating to the period of the English Civil War (HAMP-8B9913) (Fig. 38)
A group of 345 coins dating to the period of the mid-17th century and English Civil War found contained within the
fragmentary lower half of a 17th-century Frechen stoneware Bartmann jug. The find was block-lifted and brought
to the British Museum where it was excavated in the Department of Conservation.
The coins are all officially issued sixpences, shillings and half-crowns of the English monarchs Edward VI,
Elizabeth I, James I and Charles I with the exception of a counterfeit shilling in the name of Charles I. There are no
gold coins, lower denominations or Irish or Scottish coins that were a normal element of English currency at this
time. Several coins are significantly clipped, and a few are also defaced or pierced. The latest coins in the hoard are
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Fig. 34 A gold medieval annular brooch, © Hampshire Cultural Trust

Fig. 35 A medieval gold Ryal of Edward IV
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Fig. 36 A 15th-century gold posy ring, © Somerset County Council
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Fig. 37 A late medieval to early post-medieval silver-gilt fitting from an item of jewellery or dress accessory from
Worldham, © Surrey County Council
of Charles I, dating to 1641-1643. The contemporary face value of the coins was £13 4s 6d, easily a year's pay for a
labourer at the time and several month's wages for a soldier in the Civil War. This type of hoard was typically hidden for security – many never to be recovered during the chaos and uncertainty of the times.
The hoard was reported under the 1996 Treasure Act and acquired by the British Museum.

An incomplete post-medieval screw-action nutcracker from Bishops Waltham (HAMP-B20DEB) (Fig. 39)
This object is identified as a ring section from an unusual type of copper alloy pocket-sized screw-action nutcracker
dating to the late 17th to early 18th century. The ring has a screw-threaded socket for a missing handle and, on the
opposite side, a seal matrix inscribed with W I (or perhaps I M). Other, more complete, examples on the database
include PUBLIC-6FF674, SWYOR-142317 and LANCUM-C8E757.
Length: 27.53 mm; weight: 11.45 g.
An unusual post-medieval coin from Fordingbridge (HAMP-293CFB) (Fig. 40)
This is a 17th-century copper alloy Sicilian coin of Carlo II (Charles II) of Spain, dated 1674-1700 and of Tornese I or
II type. The reverse depicts a 'tosone' curved lamb with a bow.
A pair of Victorian ‘Billy & Charley’ fake medieval medallions from Fordingbridge (HAMP-290F1A) (Fig. 41)
These artefacts comprise a pair of early-modern lead alloy 'Billy & Charleys' or 'Shadwell forgeries' of Mernick's
badges series (http://www.mernick.org.uk/B&C/badges.htm). William Smith (Billy) and Charles Eaton (Charley)
were forgers who produced thousands of these types of fake medieval objects, in lead and brass, between 1857
and 1870 to exploit the contemporary interest in collecting antiquities.
Both examples have parallels in the Museum of London. The smaller badge weighs 74.4g and measures
91mm x 76mm. One face depicts a king's head (no.3) facing with 13 01 to either side. The other face depicts an
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Fig. 38 The Mapledurwell hoard, © The British Museum

Fig. 39 An incomplete postmedieval screw nutcracker, ©
Hampshire Cultural Trust
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open-beaked pecking bird right. It has a trefoil loop (Mernick 132).
The larger badge weighs 106.4g and measures 98mm x 83mm. One face depicts a king's head (no.5) facing
with m Q to either side. The other face depicts a soldier with 0 1 to either side and holding a sword in one hand
and a spear in the other. It has a triangular loop (Mernick 133).

Fig. 40 A Sicilian coin of Carlo II (Charles II) of Spain (1674-1700), © Hampshire Cultural Trust
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